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ABSTRACT  

TAIPAN will conduct a stellar and galaxy survey of the Southern sky. The TAIPAN positioner is being developed as a 
prototype for the MANIFEST instrument on the GMT. The design for TAIPAN incorporates 150 optical fibres (with an 
upgrade path to 300) situated within independently controlled robotic positioners known as Starbugs. Starbugs allow 
precise parallel positioning of individual fibres, thus significantly reducing instrument configuration time and increasing 
the amount of observing time. Presented is an engineering overview of the UKST upgrade of the completely new 
Instrument Spider Assembly utilized to support the Starbug Fibre Positioning Robot and current status of the Starbug 
itself. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

TAIPAN, currently nearing completion, is a multi-object parallel-positioning fibre-optic spectrograph designed for the 
UK Schmidt Telescope at Siding Spring Observatory in northern New South Wales, Australia. The instrument will be 
used to perform galaxy and stellar surveys across the whole Southern hemisphere sky, over a 5 year period. The fibre 
positioning portion of TAIPAN consists of a complete refurbishment of the UKST interior spider which replaces the 
6DF serial positioning instrument used for the RAVE and 6dfG surveys. The TAIPAN Instrument Structure provides a 
stiff, low deflection, spider to interface the necessary support infrastructure to allow the Starbug Positioning Robots to 
operate, while maintaining a minimum obscuration of the incoming beam. The TAIPAN Spider Assembly, to support the 
Starbug Positioning Robot, requires a curved glass field plate (GFP), located on the telescope focal plane, on which the 
Starbugs are adhered through a pressure differential generated by a vacuum system. The glass field plate is a 
kinematically mounted optic providing the instrument with tip-tilt and focus capability. The TAIPAN Instrument 
contains a driven “bug catcher” assembly to allow adherence and removal of the Starbug to the glass field plate. The 
TAIPAN Fibre Positioner contains a uniquely designed connector plate consisting of a high density interface to the 
Starbug routing all electrical, optical, and vacuum services required for Starbug operation. The high density connector 
plate is motor driven to allow lift off and adherence of each Starbug robot to the GFP. A metrology system consisting of 
a fast frame rate camera under closed loop control monitors the position of 943 metrology fibres. The metrology camera 
is located in the central hole within the UKST Primary mirror. 

The Starbug robot itself consists of concentric piezo-ceramic tubes fully integrated with all necessary electrical wiring, 
vacuum and external metrology. The TAIPAN Starbug design contains a single optical fibre for each astronomical 
source. The design has an on-board LED which illuminates three positional metrology fibres. The Starbug is a line 
replaceable unit, 492 mm in length, with a detailed assembly and quality control process.  

Driving Starbugs TAIPAN involves significant design work in independent motion control software and electronics. 
Starbug motion is controlled by 60 processors managing four phases of a 400V, 100Hz waveform that are independently 
switched to the 2100 Starbug electrodes. Software determines the exact location of 300 observing fibres and 
simultaneously positions them on their respective targets with a tolerance of 5 μm. A Starbug can move on its X and Y 
axes and can rotate on a point. This allows 300 Starbugs to move to their target position without collision. 

In addition to undertaking the two surveys, TAIPAN will serve as a prototype for the MANIFEST fibre positioner 
system for the future Giant Magellan Telescope. The TAIPAN instrument is designed to use a complement of 300 
science Starbugs. The initial deployment of the instrument in 2016 will consist of 159 Starbugs.  
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2. UK SCHMIDT TELESCOPE OVERVIEW AND UPGRADE 

The UK Schmidt Telescope (UKST) located at Siding Spring Observatory is the telescope in which TAIPAN will be 
commissioned. The UKST is a survey telescope with an aperture of 1.2 metres and a very wide-angle field of view. The 
telescope was commissioned in 1973 and, until 1988, was operated by the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh. It became part 
of the AAO in June 1988. 
 
The telescope was originally designed to photograph 6.6 x 6.6 degree areas on plates 356 x 356 mm square in order to 
produce photographic atlases. The UKST's initial task was the first deep, blue-light, photographic survey of the southern 
skies. It then undertook many other survey projects in different colours and in the near infrared, notably the Second 
Epoch Sky Survey in collaboration with Space Telescope Science Institute. 
 
The excellent optics and wide field of the telescope were exploited by the 6DF (6-degree Field) system, the currently 
installed but no longer active instrument. 6DF was a multi-object, fibre-optic, spectrograph facility, which could obtain 
the spectra of more than 100 objects in a single field simultaneously. 6dF was commissioned in 2001. It was used to 
conduct the RAVE stellar survey and the 6df Galaxy Redshift Survey. The 6DF facility is now being removed from the 
telescope to make way for the TAIPAN Instrument.  
 
In addition to TAIPAN, the UKST has undergone significant infrastructure upgrades. The telescope has received new 
dome, shutter, and windscreen drive motors and controls. The telescope user interface and guiding system have been 
replaced. All major mechanical drive gear boxes have been rebuilt, and dome bogey rails have been refurbished after 
many years of previous service. The telescope is now in excellent condition to undertake the FunnelWeb stellar survey 
and the Taipan galaxy survey with the TAIPAN Instrument and demonstrate the viability of the Starbug technology.  
 

 
Figure 1. UK Schmidt Telescope at Siding Spring Observatory. 

3. SCIENCE GOALS AND REQUIREMENTS OF THE TAIPAN SURVEY 

The TAIPAN instrument will be used to conduct the Taipan galaxy survey, in which 0.5 − 1.5 × 106 galaxies will be 
observed to a magnitude of i < 17 with a signal to noise goal of 5-10 across the entire southern hemisphere. The Taipan 
survey will explore the formation history and evolution of galaxies to z < 0.3. The primary cosmology goal of the Taipan 
galaxy survey is to determine the value of H0 to ~1%, though the dataset will be used for many other purposes. The 
dataset will enable studies of the bulk flows of mass in the local universe as an additional cosmology probe, connection 
between gas and stars, the impact of environment and mergers on galaxy evolution, large scale structure (including 
stellar and halo mass function), star formation activity correlated with AGN activity as well as the intergalactic magnetic 
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field by incorporating data from radio surveys planned with radio telescopes such as ASKAP.3 
 
FunnelWeb, the stellar survey using the TAIPAN instrument, will provide a nearly complete (>99%) census of all stars 
in the magnitude range 5<V<12 in the southern hemisphere (>2M targets with a Signal to Noise of 100 or more). These 
will be used to deliver a spectral library including detailed Teff, log(g), [Fe/H] and [alpha/Fe] measurements for all 
target stars, as well as providing a well-calibrated input catalog for planet-search missions such as TESS.4 Additionally, 
FunnelWeb will provide highly accurate measurements relevant to asteroseismology, stellar variability, galactic 
archaeology, astrometry (including stellar proper motions), calibration standards, radial velocities, and spectral line 
widths (thereby allowing the determination of stellar metallicity, surface gravity, and similar characteristics).  
 
We need to not only observe a half million galaxies and 2 million stars during the survey, but these data must have 
sufficient signal to noise and sufficient wavelength stability in order for the science teams to realize their goals. 

4. TAIPAN STARBUG FINAL DESIGN 

The enabling technology for the TAIPAN instrument is the AAO designed Starbug, Figure 2. A Starbug consists of two 
coaxial piezo-electric tubes that are electronically controlled to flex in a walking action in either of four directions or to 
rotate on its central axis. The characteristics of the piezo tubes enable a Starbug to position its payload within 5 microns 
of a target. The primary payload for TAIPAN consists of a single science fibre allowing light to be transferred from the 
focal surface, through the fibre cable and to the TAIPAN spectrograph [11]. The TAIPAN Starbug can also carry a guide 
bundle payload consisting of a 0.5mm diameter multicore fibre bundle. The TAIPAN Fibre Positioner can support 300 
science fibres and up to 9 guide bundles. 
 
Starbugs adhere to a glass field plate by creating a negative pressure within the Starbug body via a vacuum pumping 
system. A unique routing scheme from the Starbug body, through its cord, and modified LEMO connector allow vacuum 
to be applied to the Starbug assembly and create adhesion to the glass field plate. Closed loop control of directional and 
rotational motion is enabled by an on-axis metrology camera viewing three backlit metrology fibre fiducials, visible in 
Figure 3. The position of the science fibre is characterized with reference to the three metrology fibres in each Starbug. 
In TAIPAN, all Starbugs simultaneously proceed to their individual targets enabling the entire field to be configured 
during the slewing time of the telescope. Fine positioning is achieved while the telescope is on target by referencing the 
science fibre Starbugs to the guide probe Starbugs and fixed reference frame of 16 stationary fiducials that are built into 
the field plate.  
 

 
Figure 2. Fully manufactured Starbug with science fibre payload. 
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Figure 3. Starbugs as viewed through the TAIPAN field plate with metrology fibres back lit. 

 
The final design and assembly techniques for the AAO Starbug have been refined to produce a robust, high precision, 
positioning device. Starbugs have been tested far in excess of their required design life with consistent performance and 
negligible failure rate. Since the initial design, many reliability concerns have been addressed through experimentation 
with materials and assembly techniques.  
 
A key development of the Starbug design is the addition of slippers. Slippers, the red concentric rings that can be 
observed in Figure 2, are additively manufactured, glass like, plastic rings that are bonded onto the ends of the piezo-
electric tubes. Slippers provide multiple functions for the Starbug, increase the mechanical rigidity, and provide support 
for the end face of the piezo-electric ceramic tubes. The slipper outer diameter also provides sufficient electrical 
separation for a 400V potential between impinging electrodes on adjacent Starbugs. Slippers provide a necessary tractive 
friction coefficient against the field plate to allow Starbug motion up to the full declination range of the telescope. 
Slippers have a hardness property that has been tested to have no measurable effect on the optical coatings on the glass 
field plate. Slippers are polished to seat against and vacuum seal on the 3072 mm curvature of the glass field plate.  
 
Major Starbug components are depicted in the exploded view in Figure 4. Components shown include the two concentric 
piezo tubes, additively manufactured slippers and support structure (red components), metrology fibre ferrules (blue 
tubes), science fibre ferrule and retaining sleeve, and integral metrology fibre LED. The space clearance between the 
blue metrology ferrules and the inner and outer tube is 200μm. The science fibre ferrule assembly and blue metrology 
ferrules are a cantilevered arrangement to prevent impingement on the 20μm deflections of the piezoelectric tubes during 
movement. The figure does not include the vacuum tube termination, vacuum pathway, 6 polished metrology fibre faces, 
metrology fibre routing, furcation tube, polished science fibre, potting glues, joint glues, solder joints, nine electrical 
wires and their strain relief scheme. 

 
Figure 4. Starbug assembly exploded view and cross section 
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4.1 STARBUG MANUFACTURING AND TEST PERFORMANCE 

A total of 150 Starbugs have been built and tested, with an additional 6 guide bugs prepared and ready for their payload. 
In order to be considered complete, each Starbug must pass an acceptance test procedure that confirms its 
electromechanical response, and optical throughput. These tests verify that each Starbug has the required translational 
and rotational velocity, step size, and vacuum adherence characteristics.  
 
During initial design phase a significant risk was the routing of the science fibre through the Starbug. Fibre routing has 
the potential to cause mechanical stress within the fibre and subsequent focal ratio degradation (FRD). Focal ratio 
degradation would result in light loss within the instrument. Optical tests have confirmed that throughput and focal ratio 
degradation are minimized and within tolerance of the instrument. This risk is now retired. The final step in the 
manufacturing process is to accurately determine and record the position of the science fibre within the individual 
Starbugs with reference to their metrology fibres. This process is completed by back illuminating all the fibres and 
observing with a machine vision system. Starbugs awaiting installation into the instrument are shown in 

The electromechanical acceptance testing of each Starbug has consisted of 3 key tests; a longevity test to ensure their 
reliability over time, a sweep test to record their velocity across voltage and frequency ranges, and closed-loop 
simulations with random targets to measure their positioning accuracy and time. The tests are done in batches of 8 
Starbugs at a time. 
 
Figure 5 shows results from the sweep tests across 3 voltage drive frequencies (50Hz, 100Hz, and 150Hz) and 10 
voltages (10%-100% of the full 200V). This test has consistently shown that TAIPAN Starbug performance is optimized 
for speed and stability when operated at 100Hz, with 90% of the full 200V drive voltage differential.  

 
Figure 5. Frequency and voltage sweep testing of Starbug Serial #128. 

 
Remaining acceptance tests have been performed using the optimized drive frequency and voltage parameters. Typical 
performance for the TAIPAN Starbug are +/- 20 deg/s angular speed and 1 mm/s travel velocity in X or Y axis. 
Performance shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 show extended duration testing over a 2 hour continuous time frame. The 
Starbug performance exhibits exceptional stability. 
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Figure 6. Angular speed test result for Starbug #128 

 
Figure 7. +/-X and Y axis velocity testing. 

 
The closed loop Starbug testing involves sending it to a random target within an 8.64mm radius. A single Starbug 
reaches its target in 2 separate stages. The first stage, in which it travels 1 mm/s (Figure 8), moves the Starbug to within 
170µm of the target. Once all 8 Starbugs have achieved this, it is sent a waveform with reduced frequency and voltage 
(reducing the speed and step size), to accurately reach the target. The results show that a Starbug is capable of reaching 
its target to within a tolerance of 5µm in less than 30 seconds. During actual observing, positioning 300 Starbugs 
simultaneously with optimal paths and without collisions will occur in a longer timeframe. The instrument requirement 
is for all Starbugs to reach target within a 5 minute timeframe which is within the capability of the TAIPAN Instrument 
design and tested performance. 
 

4.2 STARBUG FOCAL RATIO DEGRADATION 

Throughput and focal ration degradation (FRD) tests have been performed on all Starbugs using the optical setup 
depicted in Figure 8. The FRD tests were performed with an f/2.5 input beam injection to the Starbug, simulating the 
UKST telescope speed. Output of the Starbug was performed at f/2.37 to simulate the slit injection into the spectrograph. 
Typical Starbug optical throughput performance, at 658nm, is 88-90% light transmission (fully open apertures). FRD 
creates an additional loss of 2-4% (with apertures closed to simulate telescope and spectrograph F#). Any Starbug with 
an FRD loss of greater than 5% was reworked as this magnitude of loss indicated fibre stress due to assembly. There is 
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very little measurement variation across each of the Starbugs. Throughput and FRD measurements are well within the 
total efficiency specification of 79%, allocated for each Starbug.  
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Figure 8. Starbug FRD/Throughput Optical Setup 

5. TAIPAN POSITIONER  

The TAIPAN positioner’s purpose is to locate the Starbug at the telescope’s focal plane and provide all services 
necessary for the Starbug to operate. The TAIPAN positioner replaces the existing spider and focal plane assembly that 
was used for the original photographic plates and 6DF instrument, depicted in Figure 10. The TAIPAN positioner is 
designed as a bolt-in replacement to the existing structural ring of the UKST Telescope. The positioner design is 
comprised of two main structural assemblies. The primary instrument spider assembly supports the glass field plate, 
glass field plate tip tilt focus drive, Starbugs, bug catcher, connector plate, and provides an interface to the utility spider 
assembly. The secondary structural assembly is the utility spider whose primary purpose is to route all required services 
to the periphery of the telescope while minimizing cross sectional area.  
 

 
Figure 9. TAIPAN Positioner 
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Figure 10. Original telescope spider that will be removed. View looking toward the 1.2m primary mirror. 

 

 
Figure 11. TAIPAN Positioner assembled in the telescope simulator. Field Plate and Starbugs not present. 

 
5.1 TAIPAN Spider Assemblies 

The Primary Instrument Spider Assembly positions the instrument rigidly within the UK Schmidt telescope tube 
interfacing to the existing structural ring. The primary instrument spider is comprised of concentric aluminum rings that 
are coupled together with stainless steel struts. The struts form four trusses which are grounded at the telescope structural 
ring. The concentric rings provide space for the Starbug devices to reside. Four stainless steel, round, linear bearings are 
integral to the aluminum ring structure, and oriented parallel to the axial struts. The round linear bearings provide 
guidance for two of the moving assemblies in the instrument, the bug catcher assembly, and the connector plate 
assembly.  
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Preload of the instrument to the telescope structural ring is controlled through a Bellville washer stack and clevis 
arrangement at each of the 4 spider trusses. Preload forces must be adequate to ensure instrument rigidity but limited to 
prevent instrument distortion. Distortion can cause mechanism binding on the integral bearing rails. The overall structure 
cross section has been minimized to allow maximum light past the central obstruction. Less than 16% of light is 
vignetted by the instrument cross section (Figure 13).  
 
The Spider Utility Assembly carries Starbug electrical wiring, motor wiring, science fibres, fiducial fibres, and vacuum 
lines, to the instrument through the telescope’s optical path. Mounted on the back of the utility spider are vacuum 
receiver tanks, a vacuum switching solenoid bank and seven vacuum gauges. The positioning of this equipment is within 
the shadow of the instrument. 
 

 
Figure 12. Primary Instrument Spider Assembly and Utility Spider Assembly. 

 

 
Figure 13. Front view of TAIPAN Positioner showing its cross section. 
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5.2 TAIPAN FIELD PLATE 

The major function of the field plate is to provide a support interface for the Starbug robots and allow light injection into 
the science fibre payload carried by the Starbugs. The design of the field plate was determined by the existing design and 
inherent properties of the UK Schmidt telescope. The field plate is a zero power meniscus lens with a radius of curvature 
of 3072 mm. Its concave surface is coincident with the telescope focal surface. The field plate has a 335 mm clear 
aperture to cover a 6 degree field of view and a total outer diameter of 350 mm to allow for a mounting bezel. The field 
plate is constructed from Schott N-BK7, mounted in a 410 stainless steel mount and is radially athermalized with an 
RTV bond. It is axially retained with an aluminum cover and compliant o-ring. Holes on the perimeter of the mounting 
bezel allow visualization of 16 back illuminated metrology fiducials. The perimeter fiducials are mounted at mid focal 
surface and are observed by the metrology camera to provide a fixed reference for the metrology and positioning system. 
 

 
Figure 14. TAIPAN Field Plate. Reference targets taped to surface for metrology camera calibration. 

 
The choice of the field plate thickness is influenced by multiple factors. A thinner plate has a lower spherical aberration 
contribution which is proportional to the glass thickness. Given the aspect ratio, a thin field plate could be manufactured 
by means of slumping, which consists in shaping a flat glass blank in a kiln over a mold at high temperatures. A curved 
mold must be smooth, to ensure the optical quality of the surface in contact. Otherwise, the slumped plate has to be 
polished after slumping. The slumping process is more efficient for large curvature optics. As the sagitta of the concave 
surface is only 4.6 mm, the TAIPAN field plate was manufactured conventionally, via grinding and subsequent polishing 
of both the concave and convex surfaces. The thickness is 6.5 mm for increased rigidity during the fabrication process.  
 
The field plate must maintain the location of the telescope pupil thus enabling co-axial injection of light into fibres at all 
field positions. For this purpose, the convex surface is made concentric with the concave focal surface. With this 
arrangement, the image quality of the UK Schmidt telescope – field plate system is 5 micron RMS, and the point spread 
function exhibits excellent uniformity across the entire field of view.  
 
The transmittance loss due to Fresnel reflections would be rather significant for the two surfaces of the field plate. The 
antireflective (AR) coating for the convex side, facing the mirror, is optimized with a typical high transmittance coating. 
The design of the concave surface AR coating is more strenuous due to additional operational requirements. Starbugs are 
adhered to the field plate through a pressure differential created by internal vacuum. The positioning action of the 
Starbug, through the electronically controlled coaxial piezo-electric tubes, exerts an elevated load at the area of contact 
with the field plate. The AR coating for the concave side must be durable in order to protect the surface of the field plate 
from damage. Additionally, the durable AR coating requires reasonable AR properties to maintain the throughput 
efficiency of the system.  
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The AAO contracted Materion Precision Optics to deposit AR coatings on both surfaces of the TAIPAN field plate, 
using magnetron sputtering. The deposition process was first verified on test samples in a small coating chamber. The 
high transmission coating features only 0.55% average reflectance over the 360 – 1000 nm wavelength range. The 
measured data very closely match the design parameters due to superb control of the coating deposition process. The 
design of the durable AR coating is affected by the limited amount of suitable materials and the trade-off between 
durability and spectral transmission. The measured average reflectance is as low as 1.1% for the durable coating over the 
same wavelength range. Both coatings were simultaneously tested in transmission and show very low blue shift with the 
angle of incidence. The performance of the coating stack is extremely stable at up to 25 degrees with respect to the 
surface normal.  
 
The next phase of the AR coating project was to extend the coating process to the large area chamber in which the 
TAIPAN field plate will be coated. Coating deposition non-uniformity is typically associated with large optics. The 
coating process is intended to be optimized using test samples mounted to simulate the curved surface of the field plate. 
Final field plate coating is in process for both the durable and high transmission coatings. 
 
5.3 Glass field plate, Tip-Tilt Focus Drive 

The glass field plate is mounted to a tip tilt focus drive. The drive consists of three independent motors mounted to a 
ground ring. The ground ring bolts directly to the primary instrument spider assembly. A moving ring, to which the field 
plate mounts, is kinematically positioned and preloaded to the ground ring via extension springs. The kinematic 
arrangement is a typical 3 v-groove and 3 ball mount. Each 440C ball is driven by a custom, 1 mm pitch ball screw, 
linear drive powered by a 24V Maxon motor with 19:1 gear head, 500 count optical encoder, and brake. The 440C ball, 
tungsten carbide v-groove, and extension spring arrangement is balanced to keep Hertz stresses within limits while 
ensuring the field plate stays mounted with a full complement of Starbugs. The mass of a fully populated system is 5.6kg 
requiring a reasonable preload from the extension springs. Synchronous actuation of the three motors provides focus 
control. Differential control of the motors allows for tip-tilt adjustment. The telescope structural ring has built in, 
passive, gravity compensation through a lever weight and flexure arrangement. The TAIPAN positioner adds additional 
compensation if required through the tip tilt focus drive. The system can achieve micron positioning of the field plate. 
 

 
Figure 15. Tip Tilt Focus Drive Assembly and close-up of a single drive. 

 
5.4 Bug Catcher 

“Bug catcher” is the name given to the device which provides a protective tube for each Starbug to retract into during 
loss of vacuum or telescope maintenance, when it is positioned away from zenith. During loss of vacuum the Starbug 
could potentially become detached from the field plate. The bug catcher prevents potential damage to the Starbugs by 
retracting them within its tubes where they can be safely supported. The bug catcher has been additively manufactured 
out of ABS plastic with AAO’s Uprint Plus, and post polished with an in house acetone vapor process to provide the 
Starbug a smooth low friction tube. The ABS plastic portion of the bug catcher is mounted to an aluminum back 
structure. The aluminum back structure provides rigid support for four linear bearings which guide the assembly on the 
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internal bearing rails of the instrument spider. The bug catcher is driven axially within the primary instrument spider 
assembly through two acme, 2mm pitch, machine screws, and dual, synchronously driven, Maxon motors. The Maxon 
motors are identical to those used in the tip-tilt focus drive for commonality throughout the instrument. Figure 16 shows 
a detailed view of the assembly and Figure 11 clearly depicts the bug catcher as installed in the positioner. 

 
Figure 16. Bug Catcher Assembly. 

5.5 Connector Plate 

The purpose of the connector plate assembly is to provide an interface to the Starbug within the primary instrument 
spider assembly. The Starbug is a replaceable device, connectorised with a LEMO plug. The connector plate contains 
309 threaded holes to accept LEMO sockets providing each of the interface points for every Starbug. Each Starbug plugs 
into one of the sockets on the connector plate allowing the optical science fibre, electrical connections, and vacuum 
connection to join. With a total capacity of 309 Starbugs, operating within a 330 mm diameter, the TAIPAN positioner 
has an extremely high packing density. A novel arrangement has been devised to manage, package, and deliver vacuum, 
electrical, and optical facility to the Starbug. The LEMO sockets have been modified to accept vacuum from one of six 
pie shaped vacuum manifolds that reside under a printed circuit board layer. The purpose of the vacuum manifolds is to 
distribute vacuum from two incoming lines to each of the 52 Starbugs that interface to one manifold. The vacuum system 
has been segmented in this fashion to allow isolation and increase manufacturability of the manifolds. The vacuum 
manifolds are a unique design made possible through additive manufacturing, allowing hollow construction with 2 
vacuum inlets and 52 small outlets. Each LEMO socket also accepts seven high voltage wires and two low voltage wires 
from the printed circuit board layer. Signals are distributed from the printed circuit boards which have one ribbon cable 
socket connector for every two LEMO sockets for a total of 160 ribbon cables in a completely populated instrument. 
Each LEMO socket accepts a separate central optical connector for the science fibre with low loss mating achieved 
through precision ferrules and concentric guides.  
 
The connector plate travels axially with twin, custom, AAO designed, synchronous motor ball screws utilizing the 
common Maxon motor. Synchronous motors are necessary to balance the load of the connector plate, which has a mass 
of 35kg fully populated when accounting for the significant load applied by the cables. The packaging arrangement 
necessitates that the linear drives are mounted at the perimeter of the instrument as there is no central space available due 
to complete occupancy by Starbugs. Axial movement of the connector allows the instrument to set Starbugs down on the 
field plate, adjust their patrol radius, and to retract the Starbugs into the bug catcher as necessary.  
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Figure 17. Connector Plate as installed in the instrument. 

 

 
Figure 18. Connector Plate Linear Drive. 

 
5.6 Instrument Vacuum system 

To provide vacuum to allow Starbug adherence to the field plate a custom vacuum system has been designed. The 
vacuum system consists of a remote pumping station, a vacuum pipe routed from pumping station to the telescope and a 
distribution platform.  
 
The remote pumping station consists of two VacuuBrand vacuum pumps connected to a closed loop controller which 
senses and maintains pressure in a local 274 litre receiver. The receiver smooths pressure variations from pumping and 
creates the majority of volume in the system. The instrument can operate effectively on only one pump, so the second 
pump provides redundancy, extends the service life of both pumps, and ensures instrument availability if pump 
maintenance is required. When the pumps work together they reduce the instrument start-up time. The pumps provide 
enough flow while the Starbugs are open to atmosphere to adhere all simultaneously to the field plate. 
 
The distribution platform is composed of standard FESTO vacuum rated equipment. It consists of twin small local 
receiving tanks located on the back of the instrument to create some system capacitance locally to the Starbug. A 
solenoid switching distribution manifold allows for vacuum isolation on each of the 6 vacuum manifolds on the 
connector plate. Each bank is equipped with a vacuum gauge for monitoring purposes. 
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Figure 19 Schematic of TAIPAN Vacuum System. 

 

 
Figure 20. Rear view of utility spider depicting vacuum distribution. 

6. METROLOGY SYSTEM 

Accurate measurement of Starbug positions on the focal field plate is critical to instrument performance. The metrology 
system provides precise Starbug positional measurements to the positioning system. Accurate positions of all the science 
fibres are needed to place them precisely on their science targets and deliver the highest signal to the spectrograph. The 
goal of the metrology system is a positional measurement of all 150 Starbugs to better than 4.5 microns over a field plate 
diameter 330mm, 6 degrees on-sky. This is equivalent to an angular on-sky positional determination of better than 0.3 
arcsecs or approximately 2% relative loss in the science flux with 1.5 arcsecs seeing conditions. 
 
The Metrology System hardware consists of a 29 megapixel monochrome CCD machine vision camera (Prosilica 
GT6600) with a professional 250mm fixed prime focal lens (Hasselblad Tele-Tessar). The metrology camera is located 
in the central hole of the primary mirror, mounted directly to the mirror cell. It images the telescope focal plane at an 
approximate distance of 3.5 m. The prime lens has a low field distortion of ~0.1%. A long focal length lens PLCX-50.8-
2060.0-C (f=4 m) is mounted in front of the prime lens as a fore-optic to image efficiently the entire focal field plate 
onto the CCD. The metrology camera pixel scale at the focal plate is approximately 77 micron / pixel. The equivalent 
metrology accuracy required is then approximately 1/20 pixel, achieved by most systems (i.e. compare 1/30 pixel for the 
DESI fiber-fed spectrograph instrument [10]). 
 
Each Starbug has three illuminated metrology fibers (200 micron core diameter) for positional and directional 
measurements. The metrology fibre cores are sampled at approximately 2.5 pixels for optimal centroid, Nyquist being 2 
pixels. The minimum baseline of fiducials is approximately 3.85 mm, allowing large centroid box regions for easy 
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identification and tracking (camera 4 fps) of Starbugs. The intensity of each Starbug’s set of metrology fibers are 
precisely controlled to allow a uniform and optimal signal on the metrology camera to deliver precision centroid 
measurements. 
 
The field plate metrology has a set of 16 illuminated fiducials located on its perimeter. These fiducials provide a 
reference mechanism for the camera distortion model as well as to compensate for any minor movements (from the 
camera mount or optics) between telescope field pointings. 
 
The Metrology System has undergone a number of laboratory tests. The distortion model has been measured with a 
FA015 metrology grid (600x450 mm) from Max Levy Company. The FA015 has a corner to corner absolute accuracy 
better than 6 microns. A 5-parameter camera distortion model fit to FA015 has yielded an RMS error of approximately 
0.025 pixels (metrology requirement 0.05 pixels). Current progress has been made towards a system test where a set of 
ten pinholes (200 microns) are placed on a replica field plate. The measured positions from the Metrology System are 
then compared to precise measured values using a coordinate measuring machine. During the tests it was found that 
thermal air turbulence between the camera and field plate can be problematic. The turbulence causes low frequency 
movements in the positional measurements, typically +/- 10 microns, which cannot be averaged out. The solution found 
to was to use a fan to break-up and circulate the turbulence. This solution allowed averaging to produce stable and 
accurate position measurements.  
 
The software for the Metrology System has been prototyped in Matlab\Python to find the best set of algorithms that find 
the relative camera-plate orientation, camera distortion model and forward/reverse positional measurements. Utilizing 
good hardware makes the challenges of the Metrology System software tractable to fulfil the stated requirements. It is 
expected that further improvements are made during commissioning when systems have been integrated and functioning. 
 

 
Figure 21. Metrology Camera Assembly 

7. GUIDING SYSTEM 

The Acquisition and Guiding System is a step forward in guiding technologies. The system provides telescope guiding 
with the use of up to 9 guide probes positioned evenly over the 6 degree field plate. The use of Starbugs to position the 
guide probes provides flexibility for the selection of guide sources (magnitude R < 15) and science plate configurations. 
Each guide probe uses a low cost polymer fiber bundle having approximately 7000 cores with a diameter of 0.5 mm or 
an equivalent field of view of 33”. The resolution of each guide bundle is 0.4” per core, the overall efficiency of 
approximately 50%.  
 
The back-end of all 9 guide probe bundles are grouped together and re-imaged onto a single detector (telecentric lens 
with GT2450 camera) for cost efficiencies. The guide probes have small patrol radius (approximately 10 mm) that 
enable them to move from their nominal parked positions to prevent interfering with the allocations of the science 
Starbugs. The small patrol radius also allows for an increase in the sky-coverage from a nominal 30” to over 20 
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arcminutes, increasing the probability for a suitable guide star. Finally, the patrol radius allows the each guide probe to 
form an increased sky-coverage to 100” with a ‘mosaic’ (offset from their nominal positions) to help with new field 
acquisitions. 
 
For telescope guiding only one guide probe is needed. However, the option of having access to all 9 available guide 
probes provides several advantages. The probability of finding at least one guide star in low density stellar fields is 
increased and thereby making the science field allocations more efficient. The signal of multiple guide sources can be 
averaged to provide a higher quality and robust measurement. For increased redundancy, in the event that a guide probe 
is faulty another guide probe can be utilized to keep the instrument operational.  
 
The 9 guide system probes provide a set of key functions and abilities. They provide a robust reference frame (in-field 
plate fiducials) to improve the position accuracy of the science fibers based on an astrometric solution for a given 
telescope field pointing. They function as a focal plane imager to map out the telescope distortions during 
commissioning and maintenance operations. The guide probes provide the ability to precisely determine the optimal field 
plate alignment and orientation for best image quality. They provide the ability to perform fast instrument focus 
operations, and the ability to perform diagnostics such as monitoring the seeing, image quality and sky extinction over 
the field throughout the night for improved science results. 

8. STARBUG CONTROL ELECTRONICS 

The Starbugs are driven by custom AAO designed control electronics. The Starbugs control electronics are implemented 
in a standard 19-inch wide, 4U high rack mount chassis with circuit boards that are 3U high. A 1U cooling fan tray 
makes up the chassis. There are 14 Eurocard style circuit boards (100 mm high and 220 mm long) in the chassis that are 
plugged in to a common backplane.  
 

 
Figure 22. Starbugs Control Electronics Block Diagram. 

 
The Starbugs control electronics circuit boards are comprised of the following: 
 

 Power Supply Module: This module converts 230 Vac mains power to 24 Vdc at 17 A, 400 W. The unit is 
monitored and protected for all currents and temperature. The supply outputs are switchable using solid state 
relays (SSRs). 

 High voltage DC-DC Module: This module converts 24 Vdc to ±200 Vdc, 150 W for the high voltage piezo 
actuator drive. This module is switchable using SSRs when the Starbugs are in motion. The unit’s output 
voltage, current and temperature are monitored and protected against fault conditions.  

 Network & Waveform Module: This module contains two parts, a network section and a waveform generator 
section. The network section provides a 100 Mbps TCP/IP Ethernet communications interface with high level 
software. The network section converts high level commands to CAN bus messages sent to other boards using 
the backplane CAN buses. The network section operates as the CAN bus master to manage and maintain the 
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system. The waveform generator section generates four channels of low voltage custom Starbug control 
waveforms using 16-bit DACs. The waveform generator section also generates various timing signals to assist 
in counting steps and switching various waveforms to the Starbugs. The output waveforms can be controlled in 
magnitude, frequency, shape and phase. 

 Linear Power Amplifier Module: This module converts the low voltage Starbug control waveforms to high 
voltage Starbug piezo actuator drive waveforms with a maximum of ±200 V. The drive waveform amplitude 
may vary between ±1 V and ±200 V, while the frequency may vary between 1 Hz and 300 Hz. The module 
voltages, currents and temperature are monitored and protected against fault conditions. 

 Solid State Relay Module: This module provides 224 high voltage switches (implemented with solid state 
relays) to apply a matrix of drive waveforms onto the piezo actuator electrodes of 8 Starbugs. Each Starbug has 
4 electrodes on an inner actuator and 3 electrodes on an outer actuator. The high voltage drive waveforms are 
switched in such a way to support motion steps such as X+, X, Y+, Y, Angular+ and Angular. The step size 
depends upon the waveform voltage and frequency. Each Starbug also carries an LED used for metrology, 
which provides the Starbug’s position on the field plate. The module controls the LED intensity for each 
Starbug using independent PWM drive signals. The module monitors and protects the current being drawn on 
all 4 high voltage drive waveforms allowing the module to detect and protect against any electrode short circuit. 
There are 10 such switch modules in the chassis to provide control for 80 Starbugs per chassis. 

 Backplane module: It is a bussed architecture carrying 24V power, CAN Bus communication, timing signals, 
HV Enable, slot Address and error signal. This unit also provides the output for the fan unit below the rack. 
 

Each electronic control chassis is an independent unit controlling 80 Starbugs. Initially, two chassis will be installed on 
TAIPAN to control 150 science fibre Starbugs and 9 guide fibre Starbugs. There is provision to install two additional 
chassis to control a full complement of 300 Starbugs as a future upgrade path. 
 
The Starbugs control electronics chassis has an input for an “emergency stop/high voltage off” switch to disable the high 
voltage output to the Starbugs. 
 
8.1 Embedded Processor and Firmware 

The Starbugs control electronics is subdivided into modular blocks. Each block has an ARM7 32-bit STM32F4 M4 
processor with a FPU running at 168 MHz / 210 DMIPS speed. There are 15 processors in total per rack. Even though 
each module is different, it shares the same processor block and has identical blocks such as: SPI 4 MB external flash 
memory, card slot address input, card type identification input, 2 CAN buses, timing, status / error LED indicator, high 
voltage enable and system error signals. The firmware is written in C/C++ and is installed as a common image for all 
processor blocks. Inter processor communication is via the 2 CAN buses and timing signals. The timing signals are 
generated by the waveform module in synchronisation with the waveform signals. New firmware can be uploaded to the 
external flash memory on each processor using the network module. 
 
The high level software will send commands to the network interface such as: power up, power down, setup waveform, 
start, stop, move bugs, rotate bugs, set bug light intensity and read system status. The system status reports the status and 
state of each processor module to high level software.  
 
8.2 Monitoring, Diagnostic and Protection  

Each chassis controls 80 Starbugs or 560 electrodes. The control electronics has the ability to detect if Starbugs are 
present or absent and can determine if a Starbug piezo actuator electrode is damaged. If a Starbug is damaged, that 
connection will go into an error state and the Starbug will not be driven. The control electronics chassis has two 
protection mechanisms: hard protection and soft protection. Hard protection is implemented using off the shelf modules 
and resettable PTC thermistors on the modules. Soft protection is managed by the firmware monitoring voltage, current 
and temperature at the module level. Soft protection allows early diagnosis and correction before the unit goes into hard 
limit shut down. The unit will go into shut down error state if any of the soft or hard limits have been triggered. The 
operator would need to identify the error state and restart the unit once the problem has been rectified. The unit is 
designed to be robust for 24/7 remote operation.  
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Figure 23. Starbugs Electronic Rack 

9. STARBUG POSITIONING SOFTWARE 

The TAIPAN positioner software5 is responsible for closed-loop control and monitoring of the science and auxiliary 
Starbugs on the field plate. It determines the current location of each Starbug, assigns its next target position, calculates a 
valid trajectory and sends the appropriate control commands via the electronics firmware layer to move it to its new 
target. Additionally the software system collects and displays monitor information to ascertain the health of the 
instrument. Finally, the software also stores monitoring data for the long-term characterisation and evaluation of the 
instrument’s performance. The software is written in C++, using DRAMA for its middleware layer6, and MongoDB for 
its database needs. 
 
Integral to the correct functioning of the Positioner is the Metrology software. This controls the 29M-pixel camera which 
images the Starbugs’ back-illuminated metrology fibres, then processes the resulting 6576×4384 pixel images to find the 
position of the science fibre for each Starbug, based on the measured position of its 3 metrology fibres. Together with the 
Positioner, the Metrology module forms part of the Starbug Control closed loop, which keeps track of the Starbugs’ 
locations at any given time, detects lost Starbugs (e.g. if a bug’s metrology fibres fail to illuminate) and unusable 
Starbugs (e.g. one which does not respond to movement commands, or has otherwise been marked as bad by the 
system). This module is also crucial in Starbug initialisation and continuous calibration.  
 
For each Starbug a collision-free path must be found which minimises the time to target, the amount of Starbug rotation 
(to avoid focal ratio degradation in the science fibre) and the tangling of Starbugs’ umbilical cables. Additionally the 
path assigned to a Starbug must not render another’s target position unreachable. Because optimum path determination 
may be computationally expensive for some field configurations, route finding for the TAIPAN instrument is designed 
to be carried out either “live” during the plate reconfiguration process, or off-line (e.g. during the day) allowing one to 
set up a series of observations ahead of time.  
 
Although the Starbugs can be controlled independently, due to electronic constraints the movement mode (rotation or 
translation) must be the same for all Starbugs in each 80-Starbug group. Because of this, the routing software divides the 
reconfiguration process into a series of Ticks, each defined as an interval (not necessarily of uniform duration) during 
which all the Starbugs either rotate on their central axes, translate, or wait. The Positioner currently uses three successive 
algorithms of increasing complexity in determining the path for each Starbug. If a path is not found using the earlier, 
computationally cheaper methods, the next more complex algorithm is attempted, until a valid path is found or the target 
is deemed unreachable. Testing has found this to be a successful strategy for a large number of use-cases, and work is 
ongoing in this area, so as to minimise the number of unreachable plate positions for a given field configuration. Details 
of the Starbug path-finding algorithms are described in detail in [5]. 
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Figure 24. System diagram showing the modules comprising the TAIPAN software system (yellow and orange), and the relationships 
between them, in the context of the instrument's electronics and hardware (gray) and other software modules (green). 

10. INSTRUMENT TEST STATUS 

Initial assembly of the Fibre positioner was achieved on June 30th 2015. The advanced assembly allowed engineering 
investigations into all the high risk areas of instrument operation. A Labview engineering interface coupled with 
standard Maxon EPOS-2 controllers was developed to allow early control and testing of field plate tip tilt focus drive, 
bug catcher, and connector plate. The Labview engineering interface allowed exploration and establishment of all the 
operating parameters of the Maxon motor drives. Of particular importance was establishment and tuning of the 
synchronous motor drives of the connector plate and bug catcher. Extensive testing was performed on the sequence 
required for Starbug setdown and removal from the field plate. Numerous mechanical design improvements were made 
to address suspected long-term reliability concerns. Structural improvements were made to the connector plate vacuum 
manifolds which developed a small leakage due to a stress concentration in the design. The instrument modes of 
operation were established and specified for final software development. The software team demonstrated simultaneous 
control of over 30 Starbugs showing the validity of the complete TAIPAN Instrument design. After engineering testing 
was completed the instrument was disassembled in January 2016 for all required upgrades. The instrument is now 
reassembled and entering its final testing phase in the UKST telescope simulator. Final wiring harnesses are being 
implemented, all electronics are available, and final software is being developed. The expectation is that TAIPAN 
positioner will be delivered to the UKST in November when installation and commissioning will begin. 
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Figure 25. TAIPAN Positioner during engineering prove out phase in UKST Simulator. 
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